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ABSTRACT: Many glycoside hydrolase (GH) enzymes act via
a processive mechanism whereby an individual carbohydrate
polymer chain is decrystallized and hydrolyzed along the chain
without substrate dissociation. Despite considerable structural
and biochemical studies, a molecular-level theory of processivity
that relates directly to structural features of GH enzymes does
not exist. Here, we hypothesize that the degree of processivity is directly linked to the ability of an enzyme to decrystallize a
polymer chain from a crystal, quantified by the binding free energy of the enzyme to the cello-oligosaccharide. We develop a
simple mathematical relationship formalizing this hypothesis to quantitatively relate the binding free energy to experimentally
measurable kinetic parameters. We then calculate the absolute ligand binding free energy of cellulose chains to the biologically
and industrially important GH Family 7 processive cellulases with free energy perturbation/replica-exchange molecular dynamics.
Taken with previous observations, our results suggest that degree of processivity is directly correlated to the binding free energy
of cello-oligosaccharide ligands to GH7s. The observed binding free energies also suggest candidate polymer morphologies
susceptible to enzyme action when compared to the work required to decrystallize cellulose chains. We posit that the ligand
binding free energy is a key parameter in comparing the activity and function of GHs and may offer a molecular-level basis
toward a general theory of carbohydrate processivity in GHs and other enzymes able to process linear carbohydrate polymers,
such as cellulose and chitin synthases.

■ INTRODUCTION

Polysaccharides exhibit a wide range of cellular functions,
including energy storage, structure, metabolism, and molecular
recognition across significant structural diversity.1−11 As such,
many classes of enzymes have evolved to modify carbohydrate
polymers including glycosyltransferases, glycoside hydrolases
(GHs), lyases, lytic polysaccharide monooxygenases, phosphor-
ylases, and esterases, among others,12−19 most of which are
present in all kingdoms of life. Several carbohydrate
polysaccharides, including cellulose, hemicellulose, and chitin,
form the cell walls of plants, algae, and fungi, as well as the
exoskeletons of arthropods and thus represent the largest
source of organic carbon on Earth. To utilize these
carbohydrate polymers for food, numerous families of GHs
have evolved to decrystallize carbohydrate polymer chains from
insoluble polysaccharide substrates and hydrolyze glycosidic
bonds via processive mechanisms wherein multiple catalytic
events occur before dissociation from the substrate. Micro-
organisms typically employ synergistic cocktails of GHs and
other accessory enzymes for this purpose.20 A primary driver
for GH cocktail synergism is the presence of both processive

enzymes and nonprocessive enzymes, which serve comple-
mentary functions; for cellulose, these enzymes are termed
cellobiohydrolases and endoglucanases, respectively.
In the case of processive GH enzymes that act on cellulose

and chitin, processivity is generally defined as the ability to
decrystallize single polymer chains from carbohydrate polymer
crystals and hydrolyze multiple glycosidic bonds before the
dissociation of the substrate from the catalytic domain of an
enzyme. Nonprocessive enzymes are thought to hydrolyze
linkages randomly in more accessible, amorphous regions of
polymer crystals. Multiple types of processivity measurements
attempting to quantify processive ability have been developed
to date.21−25,58,59, Recent work has demonstrated that the
dissociation rate of processive enzymes may be the rate-limiting
step in hydrolysis of recalcitrant polysaccharide crystals.26,58,59

For multiple systems, processive enzymes have been shown to
provide the majority of the hydrolytic potential in conversion of
recalcitrant polysaccharides. Because of this large hydrolytic
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potential, processive enzymes are a primary target of protein
engineering strategies aimed at enhancing biomass conversion
to sugars for subsequent conversion to fuels.27−29 Under-
standing the extent and importance of processivity in GHs is
important for design of optimally synergistic enzyme cocktails,
to understand how insoluble polysaccharides are degraded
mechanistically, and to develop structure−activity relationships
for GH enzymes.
Many structural and biochemical studies11,21,23,24,30−42 and

several computational studies43−48 have been conducted to
understand the molecular-level basis for processivity. The
processive ability of a GH has most often been attributed to
structural features of the active site. It is thought that the
presence of a tunnel or deep cleft is indicative of processivity
and that lack thereof indicates that an enzyme is likely
nonprocessive.30,32,33,39,49−54 However, biochemical studies
have demonstrated that processivity can be changed dramat-
ically by point mutations or removal of single active site loops
indicating this seemingly straightforward classification is not
universal.22,40,55

We recently proposed three dynamical hallmarks of
processivity. These were (1) the degree of ligand solvation,
(2) the magnitude of average atomic fluctuation of the ligand as
a function of binding site, and (3) the magnitude of overall
fluctuations of key catalytic site residues. These proposed
dynamical hallmarks of GH processivity were examined on four
Family 18 chitinases, the two processive chitinases ChiA and
ChiB from the bacterium Serratia marcescens and two
nonprocessive chitinases, S. marcescens ChiC2 and the
endochitinase from Lactococcus lactis. It was shown that these
three dynamical properties were qualitatively related to the
experimentally measured processivity of S. marcescens chiti-
nases.22,25,27,40,42,54 These metrics also affect the ligand binding
free energy, ΔGb°; however, a quantitative relationship has yet
to be elucidated.

Here, we propose a more quantitative, generalizable
description of processivity. We hypothesize that carbohydrate
processivity is directly related to the ligand binding free energy
of a polymer chain to a GH active site tunnel, illustrated in
Figure 1.56,57,60 In this study, we develop a simple, quantitative
relationship between ligand binding free energy and intrinsic
processivity. Direct measurement of the binding free energy is
difficult, but we can estimate the binding free energy shown in
Figure 1 of a GH to the polymer crystal by computing the
binding free energy of a cellononaose ligand in solution to the
GH also in solution, as described below. This hypothesis can
also be extended to understand where a given enzyme
productively binds to a crystalline substrate, as proposed earlier
in studies of cellulose and chitin decrystallization.60−62 Therein,
we hypothesized that cellulases and chitinases act to
depolymerize polymer chains from crystalline surfaces, and so
the sum of the free energy of ligand binding and the work for
chain decrystallization must be negative for thermodynamic
favorability.
To test the hypothesis that binding free energy is directly

related to processivity, we use free energy perturbation with
replica-exchange molecular dynamics (FEP/λ-REMD)63 to
compute the absolute ligand binding free energy of a cello-
oligomer ligand comprising nine glucose units to five GH
Family 7 cellobiohydrolases shown in Table 1. To estimate the
relative contribution of the celloheptamer ‘substrate’-side
binding (in the −7 to −1 binding sites, described below) to
the overall binding free energy, as would be the case after
hydrolysis and cellobiose product expulsion, we also calculate
the free energy of binding a celloheptamer to Hypocrea jecorina
(also known as Trichoderma reesei) Cel7A. Family 7 GHs have a
common characteristic β-jelly roll fold with two primarily
antiparallel β-sheets, which pack to form a curved β-sandwich.
The cellobiohydrolases from this family exhibit long loops
along the edge of the β-sandwich forming a nearly 50-Å long
ligand-binding tunnel as illustrated in Figure 2. The mobility of

Figure 1. Illustration of the relationship of binding free energy, ΔGb°, to intrinsic processivity of glycoside hydrolases, P
Intr, and work to decrystallize

cellulose, Wdecrystallize. The binding free energy is defined as the free energy change between a polysaccharide chain of n monosaccharide units (where
n is the chain length required to saturate the GH binding sites) alone and the enzyme−substrate complex in the catalytically active complex. In this
study, we approximate the binding free energy of the enzyme binding to the entire polysaccharide as the binding of a cello-oligomer to a GH active
site. We define how this quantity is directly related to intrinsic processivity and controls the morphology dependence of cellulose attack by enzymes.
At the top of the diagram, the entire processive glycoside hydrolase mechanism, including association, catalysis, and dissociation, is shown with
corresponding rate coefficients, kon, kcat, and koff,, respectively.

58,59 At the bottom, we illustrate the hypothesized relationship of binding free energy to
work required of the enzyme to decrystallize a given cellulose polymorph and morphology. As an example, we illustrate the corner, edge, and middle
chain morphologies of cellulose Iβ. The corner chain, in green, has no adjacent hydrogen bonds. Edge chains, in magenta, have one set of adjacent
hydrogen bonds to the neighboring chain. Middle chains, in yellow, are hydrogen-bonded to chains on either side. The work required to decrystallize
cellononaose from each morphology from our previous study60 is shown below each chain morphology label. We note that some Family 7
cellobiohydrolases exhibit a Family 1 carbohydrate-binding module and an O-glycosylated linker, which is not shown here as these domains are not
considered in these studies.
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these loops has long been attributed to actuation of processive
motion in GH7s, though they likely also allow endo-initiation
by virtue of an open−close mechanism.64 We have chosen to
focus on Family 7 GHs as there is a wealth of structural and
biochemical data available for this GH family. Furthermore,
GH7s represent important protein engineering targets, and for
a select number of enzymes studied here, processivity has either
been directly measured38,58,59,65,66 or suggested from crystal
structures.31,33,35,67−70

■ METHODS
For each of the five enzymes, the system preparation and simulation
methodology is described in detail in the Supporting Information.
Briefly, the five enzymes listed in Table 1 were constructed using
CHARMM71 closely following previous work.48,70 The bound ligand
in each case was the cellononaose ligand from the 8CEL structure
bound in the −7 to +2 binding subsites (Figure S1).33 The HjeCel7A
celloheptaose binding case also used the ligand from the 8CEL
structure with the glucopyranose moieties in the +1/+2 binding
subsites removed. Protonation states of the catalytic residues were set
to reflect the catalytically active conformation (Figure S1). Each
enzyme−ligand complex was minimized, solvated with water and
sodium ions, and minimized again. The solvated systems were heated
to 300 K and density equilibrated. The equilibrated systems were
simulated in NAMD72 for 250 ns at 300 K. All simulations use the
CHARMM27 force field with CMAP correction73,74 for the proteins,
the CHARMM35 carbohydrate force field75−77 for the ligands, and the
TIP3P force field78,79 for water. From the molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations, we calculated various properties likely related to
processivity.47 Additional details are provided in the Supporting
Information.

To compute the ligand binding free energy, we used a protocol
originally formulated by Deng and Roux80 and further developed by
Jiang et al.63 wherein free energy perturbation is coupled to
Hamiltonian replica-exchange molecular dynamics (FEP/λ-REMD)
to improve Boltzmann sampling. Ligand binding free energy
calculations of this type are accomplished through two separate free
energy calculations, where (1) a bound ligand is decoupled from an
enzyme and (2) a solvated ligand is decoupled from solution. The
difference between the two values is the ligand binding free energy of
the enzyme−ligand complex, illustrated in Figure 3. In this case, the
“Enzyme” is a GH7 cellobiohydrolase in solution (i.e., not complexed
on a crystal) and “Ligand” is a cellononaose or celloheptaose chain.

For each free energy simulation, we express the potential energy in
terms of four coupling parameters:

λ λ λ λ

λ λ λ λ= + + + +

U

U U U U U

( , , , , )rep disp elec rstr

0 rep rep disp disp elec elec rstr rstr (1)

U0 is the potential energy of the system with the noninteracting
ligand, λrep, λdisp, λelec, λ rstr ∈ [0,1] are the thermodynamic coupling
parameters, Urep and Udisp are the shifted Weeks-Chandler-Anderson
(WCA) repulsive and dispersive components of the Lennard-Jones
potential,81 Uelec is the electrostatic contribution, and Urstr is the
restraining potential. The ligand is decoupled from the enzyme in
three steps, via the thermodynamic coupling parameters λrep, λdisp, and
λelec, controlling the nonbonded interaction of the molecule with its
environment. Additionally, the restraints are taken into account via the
parameter, λrstr, to control the translational and orientational restraints.
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The electrostatic contribution, ΔGelec, corresponds to the process
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The free energy ΔGrstr, corresponds to the process
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The insertion of the ligand into the bulk phase is calculated with the
same protocol but without any restraints on position or orientation.

Table 1. Cellobiohydrolase Enzymes Examined in This
Study with FEP/λ-REMD Simulations To Calculate the
Binding Free Energy

enzymea PDB IDb

Heterobasidion irregulare Cel7A (HirCel7A) 2XSP70

Hypocrea jecorina Cel7A (HjeCel7A) 8CEL31,33

Melanocarpus albomyces Cel7B (MalCel7B) 2RFW68

Phanerochaete chrysosporium Cel7D (PchCel7D) 1GPI, 1Z3Wc,35,67

Trichoderma harzianum Cel7A (ThaCel7A) 2YOK69

aWe note that the letter after “Cel7” does not denote function, and
that all 5 of these enzymes have either been confirmed or designated
cellobiohydrolases. bPDB: Protein Data Bank. cWe used the rotamer
of Arg240 from 1Z3W because it is in the correct position to hydrogen
bond to the ligand.

Figure 2. Fungal Family 7 GHs hypothesized to act processively on
cellulose crystalline microfibrils. Abbreviations are defined in Table 1.
Each cellulase exhibits the same characteristic fold along with attached
loop domains forming the tunnel-shaped active site. The active sites
(having at least 9 or 10 glucose-binding subsites) are nearly 50 Å long
and encompass the cello-oligomer ligand, in cyan stick, to varying
degrees. Of the five enzymes, PchCel7D has the most open of the
active site tunnels, whereas HjeCel7A has the most enclosed active site
tunnel.

Figure 3. Thermodynamic cycle used to determine ligand binding free
energy from FEP/λ-REMD. The subscripts “solv” and “vac” refer to
the solvated and vacuum (or decoupled) systems, respectively.
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For the FEP/λ-REMD simulations, we used the parallel/parallel
replica exchange MD algorithm in NAMD. Each λ-staging FEP
window is treated as a replica and the four-stage FEP simulation
protocol can be implemented as a single parallel/parallel MPI job
where the λ-exchange occurs along the entire alchemical reaction path.
The replica-exchange algorithm follows the conventional Metropolis
Monte Carlo exchange criterion with λ-swap moves:

λ λ λ λ+ − −

≥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥k T

U U U Ur r r rexp
1

( ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ))

random(0, 1)

m m n n m n n m
B

(6)

where U denotes the potential energy of the underlying replica, and λm
denotes the staging parameters. Parameters of the pair of λ values are
exchanged (λ-swap) according to the criterion in eq 6. During the MD
simulation, the pairs that attempt exchanges alternate every other
Monte Carlo period.
Detailed simulation methodology has been provided in the

Supporting Information. In short, for each enzyme−ligand complex
(started from a 25 ns equilibrated snapshot) and the solvated cello-
oligomers, 20 sequential 0.1 ns calculations were performed. The last
10 (totaling 1 ns) were averaged to determine the ligand binding free
energy. The simulations use a set of 128 replicas (72 repulsive, 24
dispersive, and 32 electrostatic) with an exchange frequency of one
every 100 steps (0.1 ps). The enzyme−ligand complexes included a
positional restraint defined by the distance of the center of mass of the
ligand to the center of mass of the enzyme. The free energies and
statistical uncertainty of the repulsive, dispersive, and electrostatic
contributions were determined by using the Multistate Bennett
Acceptance Ratio (MBAR) on the energies collected during
simulation.82 To assess progress toward convergence, we monitored
the time evolution of the 20 independent FEP calculations. For the last
1 ns of each calculation, we examined each of the 128 replicas, as
illustrated in Figures S6−S9.

■ RESULTS
Here, we demonstrate that ligand binding free energy can be
related to the kinetic parameter of processivity through the
thermodynamics of chemical equilibrium. However, establish-
ing the relationship first requires discussion of how processivity
is quantified, specifically the difference between intrinsic and
apparent processivity.
GH processivity is inherently difficult to measure as a result

of substrate heterogeneity. From efforts to quantify processivity
as a kinetic quantity, two distinct definitions of processivity
arise: apparent processivity, which includes various environ-
mental limitations such as substrate heterogeneity, and intrinsic
processivity, the theoretical maximum. Most methods developed
to quantify processivity estimate apparent processivity, defined
as the average number of consecutive catalytic cycles performed
per initiated processive run along the crystalline substrate.25

Traditionally, apparent processivity in cellulases is approxi-
mated in two ways. One method compares the ratio of
hydrolytic products, where a high percentage of dimeric
products relative to monomers or trimers indicates a higher
degree of processivity. This measurement capitalizes on the
ability of processive cellulases to regularly produce dimeric
soluble products. Alternatively, a second method compares the
number of soluble and insoluble reducing ends created as
products of hydrolysis. Generally, a higher fraction of soluble
reducing ends is indicative of higher relative processive ability.
Recently, Kurasǐn and Val̈jamaë developed an experimental
technique using fluorescence-based detection of insoluble
reducing groups to quantify apparent processivity in reduc-
ing-end specific cellulases.58 Each of these methods comes with
limitations, as discussed by Horn et al.25 However, perhaps the

most important, general limitation is that measurements of
apparent processivity are dependent on the complex, often
nonuniform substrate, making comparisons difficult.
Intrinsic processivity, PIntr, or the average number of catalytic

acts before enzyme dissociation regardless of substrate, can be
described according to a probability of dissociation, PD, as
shown in eq 7.25,83 For processive enzymes, the probability of
dissocation is low (≪1) as a result of the protein−substrate
interactions allowing consecutive hydrolytic cleavage. The
probability of dissociation is related to the dissociation rate
coefficient, koff, and the catalytic coefficient, kcat, by eq 8.25 For
processive cellulases, the catalytic rate coefficient is much larger
than the dissociation rate coefficient. Thus, intrinsic proc-
essivity can be approximated by the ratio of the catalytic rate
coefficient over the dissociation rate coefficient, shown in eq 9.
Measurement of intrinsic processivity has the advantage of not
requiring estimation of the number of initiated processive runs,
which is difficult at best and currently impossible for
nonreducing end exoinitiations.25,58
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P P
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1Intr

D D (7)
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k kIntr cat
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The thermodynamic basis of the relationship of ligand
binding free energy to enzyme processivity begins by assuming
the enzyme−substrate association process reaches equilibrium,
eq 10. The validity of this assumption has been established
through kinetic models tested against literature data for
cellulase action on insoluble substrates and through identi-
fication of the presteady-state regime in this biphasic
system.59,84
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At equilibrium, the dissociation constant, KD, is defined as
the concentrations of reactants, the enzyme and substrate
independent of one another, over products, the enzyme−
substrate complex, and is subsequently related to the
association, kon, and dissociation rate coefficient.
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From the Eyring equation, we can relate the association and
dissociation rate coefficients to the Gibbs free energy, or ligand
binding free energy, ΔGb°, calculated by FEP/λ-REMD as in eq
12.
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Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, h is
Planck’s constant, R is the universal gas constant, and ΔGoff

⧧

and ΔGon
⧧ are the Gibbs energy of activation of the off and on

reaction, respectively. Finally, we reduce the relationship of
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ligand binding free energy and association and dissociation rate
coefficients, eq 13.

Δ °
=

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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G
RT

k
k

lnb on

off (13)

By combining eq 9 and 13, we relate ligand binding free
energy to intrinsic processivity, eq 14.

Δ °
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⎝⎜
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RT

P k
k

lnb
Intr

on

cat (14)

Equation 14 is thus a general relationship connecting
experimentally measurable kinetic variables to the ligand
binding free energy, a quantity directly related to the enzyme
structure. This approach in relating ligand binding free energy
to intrinsic processivity is advantageous because of its relative
simplicity, particularly as a first approach to quantitatively
relating GH structure to function.
To understand the relationship of binding free energy to

structural features of cellulases, we examine five GH7
cellobiohydrolases. Intrinsic processivity has been measured
for HjeCel7A and PchCel7D only. Kurasǐn and Val̈jamaë
measured values of PIntr, kcat, and koff for both enzymes acting
on bacterial microcrystalline cellulose, finding HjeCel7A was
more processive on the crystalline substrate than PchCel7D by
approximately a factor of 4.58 Interestingly, kcat for both
enzymes was nearly identical suggesting that the dissociation
rate coefficient is the primary limitation of efficient processive
action. HirCel7A, MalCel7B, and ThaCel7A have been
classified as cellobiohydrolases given the long loops enclosing
the active site tunnels, which are comparable to loops in GH7
cellobiohydrolases with known processive behavior.68−70

Previous MD simulations suggest HirCel7A will have
intermediate processive ability relative to HjeCel7A and
PchCel7D.70

In this study, we conducted additional MD simulations of
MalCel7B and ThaCel7A to gain insights into their likely
processive ability relative to the other three enzymes. Figure 4A
shows the root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of each of the
five GH7s from 250 ns MD simulations aligned according to a
multiple sequence alignment (Figure S2) to compare
appropriate regions with similar structural characteristics. In
general, PchCel7D and HirCel7A exhibit more fluctuation in
the loop regions around the active site tunnel. The RMSF of
the ligand as a function of its binding site within the tunnel is a
quantitative measure of ligand fluctuation in the MD
simulations (Figure 4B), which is also related to the binding
free energy.47 The active sites of GH7 enzymes are numbered
from +2 to −7, with catalysis taking place between the +1 and
−1 binding sites. The cellobiose product is expelled from the
+2/+1 side of the active site. Comparison of the ligand RMSF
for the five GH7s reveals that the RMSF of the ligand
surrounding the product side and central subsites in PchCel7D,
HirCel7A, and MalCel7B is marginally higher than that of
ThaCel7A and HjeCel7A; however, near the entrance to the
active site tunnel (sites −6 and −7), the RMSF of the ligand is
noticeably exaggerated for the putatively less processive
enzymes. This behavior is a result of a structural characteristic
in HirCel7A and MalCel7B, wherein the −7 subsite occasion-
ally sandwiches the glucose monomer between two aromatic
residues. As was recently observed for a related GH7 from
Limnoria quadripunctata,85 a flexible tyrosine residue over the

active site intermittently forms half of the −7 subsite by
switching between stable conformations. In PchCel7D, the −7
subsite in the enzyme is present on a single side only as a result
of a loop deletion (Figure S2). Taken together, the dynamic
behavior and open architecture of the active sites of putatively
less processive enzymes suggests the active site has evolved for
more efficient endo-initiation and dissociation rather than
processivity, with greater flexibility allowing the enzyme to
more effectively bind to amorphous cellulose regions. These
results also enable a ranking of likely processive behavior, which
can be quantitatively examined with ligand binding free energy
calculations.
Examination of the structure of the active site topologies and

the MD results in Figure 4 leads to the hypothesis that
HirCel7A, MalCel7B, and ThaCel7A exhibit intermediate
processivity compared to PchCel7D and HjeCel7A. A multiple
sequence alignment of the five GH7s (Figure S2) further
illustrates this structural variation as shortened loops and
deletions in the vicinity of the enzyme active sites. In lieu of
processivity measurements for these three GH7s and in light of
the MD simulation results in Figure 4, we hypothesize that
PchCel7D, being least processive, is followed in increasing
order of processivity by HirCel7A, MalCel7B, ThaCel7A, and
HjeCel7A, as shown from left to right in Figure 2. We note that
we do not include the nonprocessive GH7, H. jecorina Cel7B,

Figure 4. Results from the 250-ns MD simulations of the five GH7s,
which have been compared in the text with binding free energies. MD
simulation data for HjeCel7A, HirCel7A, and PchCel7D are taken from
a previous study.70 (A) RMSF of the protein backbones aligned
according to the multiple sequence alignment in Figure S2. (B) RMSF
of the active site ligand, cellononaose, as a function of ligand binding
subsite calculated using the heavy atoms only in each glucopyranose
ring. Error bars were obtained through 2.5 ns block averaging (100
blocks total).
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which exhibits a cleft instead of a tunnel, in this study as its
structural resolution (3.6 Å) is much lower than those in Table
1, and a threaded ligand is relatively less stable during MD
simulations and in free energy calculations.48

Comparison of the binding free energies calculated by FEP/
λ-REMD to the known intrinsic processivities of PchCel7D and
HjeCel7A suggests the processivities of HirCel7A, MalCel7B,
and ThaCel7A are indeed intermediate. Table 2 lists the
binding free energies of the five GHs examined here along with
the repulsive, dispersive, electrostatic, and restraint contribu-
tions. The free energy of solvation of cellononaose is also given.
Of the five GH7s, PchCel7D has the least favorable binding free
energy at −15.2 ± 2.7 kcal/mol. In order of increasing binding
free energy favorability, HirCel7A, MalCel7B, ThaCelA, and
HjeCel7A have binding free energies of −20.6 ± 1.5, −22.5 ±
1.5, −23.9 ± 2.0, and −27.8 ± 2.1 kcal/mol, respectively. Table
2 also lists the binding free energy of binding celloheptatose to
HjeCel7A, −16.72 ± 2.32 kcal/mol, along with the solvation
free energy of celloheptaose.
Error associated with each contribution to the binding free

energy (i.e., repulsive, dispersive, and electrostatic) represents 1
standard deviation over the last 1 ns. The error of the binding
free energy was obtained by taking the square root of the sum
of the squared standard deviations of the relevant cello-
oligomer solvation free energy and the free energy to decouple
the ligand from the enzyme. Both the binding free energy and
the binding free energy as a function of time are given in the
Supporting Information, Figures S3 and S4. Whereas the
binding free energies qualitatively adhere to the logarithmic
relationship described in eq 14, quantitative validation is not
possible without additional experimental processivity and rate
data. Today, experimental quantities for kon, koff, and kcat have
been measured in a self-consistent manner only for HjeCel7A.59

For PchCel7A, both koff and kcat have been measured along with
the intrinsic processivity discussed above,58 though kon is
unavailable.

■ DISCUSSION
In this study, we outline a straightforward approach to relate
processivity to GH structure through binding free energy
calculations. The mathematical relationship described by eq 14
is general to any processive enzyme where the kinetics reach
steady state and kcat ≫ koff. We foresee that this description of
GH processivity may eventually find utility as a predictor of
processive action; however, extensive experimental measure-
ments are still required to validate the relationship.
Unfortunately, quantifying intrinsic processivity and the
associated kinetic measurements on insoluble crystalline
substrates in consistent manner is extremely difficult; biphasic
cellulase kinetics tend to obscure kcat, and the effects of

substrate heterogeneity and multiple binding modes contribute
uncertainty in determining koff. It is this experimental difficulty
that contributes to both the complexity of validation and a
general lack of available data by which to do so. All of which
underscores the critical need for a theoretical means of
describing glycoside hydrolase processivity.
Our computational investigation of cello-oligomer binding to

cellobiohydrolases suggests binding free energy is directly
related to intrinsic processivity. Using a robust free energy
method, we calculated the free energy of binding cellononaose
to five GH7s. Comparing calculated binding free energies to the
known intrinsic processivity values for HjeCel7A and PchCel7D
and estimated processivity from MD for MalCel7B, HirCel7A,
and ThaCel7A, a general trend emerges suggesting more
processive enzymes possess greater ability to associate tightly
with the substrate. This result aligns closely with the
supposition that active site architecture is a primary
determinant of processive ability. MD simulations further
suggest the active site architecture, namely active site tunnel
loops and key residues at the tunnel entrances, contributes to
association with the insoluble substrate and gives rise to
differences in the extent of GH7 processivity observed in the
enzymes examined here.
Calculating the free energy of binding celloheptaose to

HjeCel7A provides an estimate of the contribution of substrate
(−7 to −1 sites) and the product site (+1/+2) binding to the
overall affinity of the enzyme for a cellulose chain. As illustrated
in Figure 1, GH7s must bind the entire cellononaose chain as
part of the processive mechanism, with the possible exception
being upon initial attack. During processive action, the
cellobiose product will be hydrolytically cleaved and sub-
sequently released from the active site. The free energy of
binding cellononaose and celloheptaose to HjeCel7A was found
to be −27.83 ± 2.10 and −16.72 ± 2.32 kcal/mol, respectively.
The difference of the two values, −11.11 ± 3.13 kcal/mol,
indicates the ‘product’ sites (+1/+2) bind the ligand more
tightly than the ‘substrate’ sites (−7 to −1), normalized by the
number of binding sites, which likely contributes to product
inhibition in cellobiohydrolases.38,86−94 This value for binding
uncleaved cellobiose on the product side of the active site,
obtained by difference, is in excellent agreement with a previous
determination of binding cellobiose to HjeCel7A in the +1/+2
binding sites (−11.2 ± 0.6 kcal/mol).94 Overall, this implies the
entirety of the GH7 binding site plays an active role in
decrystallizing the insoluble cellulose substrate, leading in part
the second hypothesis illustrated in Figure 1 relating binding
free energy to polysaccharide polymorph and morphology.
Processive GHs are responsible for deconstructing poly-

saccharide crystals of varying polymorphs and morphologies.
Various substrate pretreatment strategies generating non-native

Table 2. Absolute Binding Free Energies of the Five Family 7 GHs and the Solvation Free Energy of the Cello-Oligomera

ΔGb° ΔGrep ΔGdisp ΔGelec ΔGrstr

Glucose7 91.06 ± 0.33 −83.68 ± 0.12 −89.33 ± 0.27
Glucose9 104.13 ± 0.89 −92.19 ± 0.83 −111.47 ± 0.54
PchCel7D −15.19 ± 2.69 167.42 ± 1.41 −152.64 ± 0.86 −129.70 ± 1.46 0.21
HirCel7A −20.55 ± 1.50 170.42 ± 1.23 −166.33 ± 0.81 −124.52 ± 0.88 0.35
MalCel7B −22.51 ± 1.45 160.95 ± 1.42 −160.75 ± 0.69 −122.38 ± 1.00 0.15
ThaCel7A −23.89 ± 1.98 165.41 ± 1.46 −158.76 ± 0.59 −130.33 ± 0.49 0.26
HjeCel7A −27.83 ± 2.10 170.97 ± 1.20 −165.73 ± 0.65 −132.96 ± 0.63 0.36
HjeCel7A Heptamer −16.72 ± 2.32 128.35 ± 1.87 −123.88 ± 0.31 −103.27 ± 1.24 0.13

aRepulsive, dispersive, electrostatic, and restraining contributions sum to the total. All energies are given units of kcal/mol.
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cellulose polymorphs have been shown to enhance decon-
struction by interrupting the hydrogen bond network.95,96

However, little is known about the preference of an enzyme for
the various morphologies given the inherent experimental
difficulty of characterizing substrate heterogeneity at the
molecular level. We have previously hypothesized that the
sum of the binding free energy of a given enzyme (negative,
thermodynamically favorable) and the work required of the
enzyme to decrystallize its ligand (positive, thermodynamically
unfavorable) must be sufficiently thermodynamically favorable
as to not contribute an overall positive free energy to the
processive catalytic cycle. In this previous study, we used
simulation to quantify the work to decrystallize a variety of
chains from different cellulose polymorphs as a first step toward
testing our hypothesis.60 Focusing here on cellulose Iβ, the
most naturally abundant of polymorphs, we recount the work
required to decrystallize a corner, edge, and middle chain from
the surface of a crystalline microfibril (Figure 1). The result of
our previous study, as expected, was that a middle chain was the
most difficult to decrystallize as a result of the need to break
hydrogen bonds with the crystal on either side of the chain,
requiring 30.2 kcal/mol per cellononaose. Similarly, the edge
chain and corner chain followed in ease of decrystallization at
24.3 kcal/mol per cellononaose and 15.3 kcal/mol per
cellononaose, respectively. The work required to decrystallize
a cellulose chain from the surface of a microfibril, calculated
using umbrella sampling, is the same order of magnitude as the
calculated binding free energies. Taking this a step further,
comparison of the amount of work to decrystallize a cellulose
chain from a particular morphology to the binding free energies
suggests these enzymes have morphological preferences;
namely, a middle chain is precluded as a point of attack by
processive cellobiohydrolases as the processive catalytic cycle
would no longer be energetically downhill. Only the corner
chain morphology is universally overall downhill, suggesting
these GH7 cellobiohydrolases are all capable of processively
decrystallizing corner chain morphologies.
Finally, recent experimental results suggest the relationship

we derive here to connect binding free energy to processivity
(eq 14) may also describe elements of the enzymatic activity
differences observed on different cellulose polymorphs. In a
biochemical study of cellulase binding and activity on two
cellulose polymorphs Iβ and IIII, Gao et al. concluded that
reduced binding affinity, measured by percent of enzyme
bound, resulted in enhanced hydrolytic activity.96 The authors
developed a kinetic model including a processive decrystalliza-
tion rate, kslide, to explain seemingly anomalous experimental
findings. Gao et al. observed that increasing kslide without
increasing binding affinity increased catalytic efficiency.
Furthermore, increasing kslide alongside reduced association
(kon) resulted in increased hydrolytic capacity and decreased
binding affinity, which was achieved during assays of cellulase
behavior on the more easily decrystallized cellulose IIII
polymorph.60

Here, we suggest kslide is equivalent to apparent processivity
encompassing substrate heterogeneity, nonproductive binding,
and variation in hydrophilicity of the polymorph. The
experimentally observed behavior of cellulase activity on
cellulose IIII qualitatively corresponds to the relationship in
eq 14 for the intrinsic processivity. As an addendum to Gao et
al.’s conclusions, we posit that the experimental observation of
increased catalytic activity and processivity accompanied by
decreased association and binding affinity represents poly-

morphic preference as apparent processivity approaches
intrinsic processivity. In other words, as the need for binding
affinity decreases as it does in the in case of cellulose IIII,
apparent processivity approaches intrinsic processivity, yet to
maintain a constant binding free energy, kcat must also increase,
kon must decrease, or some combination of the two. We suggest
that the findings of Gao et al. for increased activity despite
reduced binding affinity on cellulose IIII is well described by the
relationship of binding free energy to processivity.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we relate the binding free energy, which
quantitatively includes topological and dynamical contributions
from the enzyme active site, to an experimentally measurable
quantity, intrinsic processivity. Using an accelerated sampling
free energy methodology, we determined the binding free
energy of five GH7 enzymes for which we know or can estimate
intrinsic processivity. We find that thermodynamic favorability
of the binding free energy increases with intrinsic processivity,
in agreement with the derived relationship. MD simulations
also provide insight into molecular-level active site dynamics
contributing to the calculated binding free energy suggesting
less processive enzymes exhibit a greater degree of flexibility
associated with more open active site architectures. The
topology and dynamics of the two binding subsites that form
the entrance of the active site tunnel appear to be a primary
determinant of tight binding, and ultimately processive ability.
Well-established architecture of these two entrance binding
subsites enables the ligand to maintain stability and form
hydrogen bonds with the surrounding protein. The exper-
imental difficulty associated with processivity measurements for
GHs has led to a dearth of information for direct comparison. It
is exactly this experimental difficulty that emphasizes the critical
need to develop such a relationship and demonstrates the utility
of theory and simulation, as effectively quantifying and
understanding processivity in GHs is key to cost-effective,
enzymatic biomass conversion. This study presents the
framework for a major component of the thermodynamics of
processivity and sheds light on structure-based trends and
morphological preference of GH7s that cannot currently be
addressed directly by experimental means.
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